Pedestrian Memorials: Scope of Work for an Artist
With a budget of $6,000, Walk Bike Nashville seeks to hire an artist to design and manage the
fabrication of at least 10 pedestrian memorials.
Please contact Lindsey@WalkBikeNashville.org for more information.
Project Background
With 39 pedestrian deaths last year, 2020 was the deadliest year for pedestrians in Nashville. Pedestrian
deaths have been steadily rising since 2013, with record-breaking years in 2017, 2018, 2019 and now
2020.
Walk Bike Nashville has created a victim and victim-family support group, called Families for Safe Streets
Nashville (FSS), that is working to stop the epidemic of traffic violence. We would like to raise public
awareness about the deadly toll of traffic crashes on our community by placing pedestrian memorials,
built by a local artist, in each location in which a pedestrian has died.
Involvement of an Artist
Because 2020 was such a deadly year for pedestrians, Walk Bike Nashville and Families for Safe Streets
(FSS) have already begun designing, building and installing pedestrian memorials in each location in
which a pedestrian was killed in 2020. These memorials were constructed by volunteers using donated
old shoes, white and black spray paint and plywood. These memorials are very DIY and are not designed
to last long-term. The creation and installation of our DIY memorials has been powerful for victims’
families, and we want to have a sustained effort to honor the people who have died as well as educate
Nashvillians about pedestrian safety.

Our current DIY memorials

By utilizing the skills of a local artist to build a more permanent structure, while simultaneously
executing a earned media and social media communications campaign, we hope to honor each
pedestrian in a more lasting way and ultimately change the culture of traffic violence in our city.
How much the selected artist wants to use the existing DIY memorial design is entirely up to the artist.
Pedestrian Memorial Project Budget
We have $6,000 budgeted for this project.
● We expect this amount to cover an artist fee of up to 20% of this amount as well as the design
and fabrication of 10 memorials, as a pilot.
Additional Project Details
Goals:
● To honor each person that has been killed while walking on a Nashville street
● To support a local artist by providing funds to create the memorials
● To aid in public awareness and public education as part of the Vision Zero Nashville Plan
● To aid in reducing the number of pedestrian crashes in Nashville
Expected Project Impact:
● Honor Lost Loved Ones: We, along with the victims’ families, have begun to install pedestrian
memorials for the 2020 pedestrian deaths.

The Urbach Family at the memorial for Kenny Urbach
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Raise awareness and support for Vision Zero: There is an effort underway now to create a
city-wide Vision Zero plan that will be released in 2021. This plan will create a strategy for
Nashville to eliminate traffic deaths, and these memorials can be used as a tool to raise public
awareness for the city’s planning effort. We hope this increase in awareness will support
investments in safer streets in order to eliminate future fatalities.
Educate the Public: We have received extensive media attention for the memorials we have
already placed. The existing interest from the media will help us to increase awareness about
this project and ultimately help us to educate Nashvillians about the dangers pedestrians face.
We will also execute a social media campaign to leverage earned media coverage.
Change Behavior: Other cities have installed permanent pedestrian memorials and have seen an
increase in awareness and a change in behavior in the memorial locations. We hope to have the
same impact here in Nashville.

Timetable:
● July:
○

●

●

●

Interested artists should email Lindsey@walkbikenashville.org with their website and/or
link to a portfolio with at least 3 work samples by Friday, July 9th.
○ A maximum of four artists will be invited to submit a proposal/idea by Wednesday, July
14th.
○ Proposal/idea will be due by July 23rd. Proposals should be around 1-page in length,
videos should be 3-5 minutes in length. Artists will be paid $150 for their proposal.
○ Families for Safe Streets members and Walk Bike Nashville staff will select the artist by
July 30th.
August-September:
○ The artist, Walk Bike Nashville and FSS members will plan and finalize a design for the
memorials.
○ The artist will fabricate the memorials. Walk Bike Nashville and FSS will also go through
any necessary approval processes in order to install the memorials.
October:
○ FSS members, in coordination with families of the victims, will begin installing the
memorials.
November - December:
○ The artist will continue constructing memorials and FSS will continue to install
memorials. Walk Bike Nashville will work to garner media attention and execute a social
media campaign to further the public educational impact of the memorials
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